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For a small country, Scotland’s influence

on the world is huge. Here, you’ll find

some of the more personal stories behind

the Scots’ extraordinary wanderlust.

From Abraham Lincoln’s passion for

Burns to the proud third-generation

Scots living about as far from Scotland

as it’s possible to get. Along the way,

you’ll also discover a little more about
Scotland’s continued influence on
global culture. As Jenni Calder observes

on page 23, so much of Scotland’s

history has taken place outside Scotland.

The following are a selection of guest

writer features taken from our website.

These have been generously contributed

to us in recent years. We hope you enjoy

finding out about Scotland as much
as we did.
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A
DREAM
COME
TRUE
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I have always loved to swim.

It runs in our family. My mum and
dad, John and Louise, swam for

the Scottish team at the 1 970
and 1974 Commonwealth Games.

My uncle Alan (McClatchey) won an Olympic

Bronze in 1 976. Bill (McClatchey). my paternal

granddad, swam for Ireland and my maternal

great-grandfather, Walter Barron Ross, was

an amateur endurance runner in Edinburgh

before the First World War. Jackie, my aunt

on mum's side, was a Scottish junior swimmer
and married Stewart McCallum, who led the

field at the start of the second day of the

1 974 Commonwealth Games decathlon.

He switched to hurdles, winning three Scottish

titles at 1 1 0m and his Scottish record at 400m
hurdles lasted from 1 975 to 1 996.

The 2006 Commonwealth Games was

needless to say, an unforgettable experience

for me. Scotland not only won more medals

than in the previous 2002 Games in

Manchester but in fact won more than any

other Games. For me to win two gold medals

for Scotland felt truly amazing.

I remember the 200m race almost second by

second. The pre-atmosphere was exciting and

tense at the same time. No one really spoke

to each other, everyone was focusing on what

they wanted to do. The crowd was amazing.

The atmosphere when the competitors walked

onto the poolside was electric and buzzing.

Although the crowd was made up of mostly

Australians, it was exciting to compete in front

of a sell out venue and my fellow team mates.

Before the race I was more excited than

nervous. I really just wanted to dive in and

see what I could do, because I had felt quite

smooth and relaxed in the morning heats.

I felt honoured to be competing against some
of the best athletes in the world especially

Libby Lenton, who was ranked world number
one for the event and was very much the home
favourite. However, I was trying not to think

about anyone else at that time and just tried

to concentrate on what I wanted to do and

achieve. It was always my dream when I was

young to compete for Scotland in the

Commonwealth Games and now it was
coming true.

I got off to a good start. During the race

I kept telling myself not to lose touch of Mel

Marshall and Libby because I knew they would

go out fast. True to form they had set off really

fast, but I managed to keep up with them.

Down the last length I couldn’t really see

anyone clearly as I was breathing the other

way. At about 20m to the finish, I could see

underwater that I was level with Libby. I just

told myself to put my head down and in the

last 1 0m, give every last ounce of energy that

I had. It was a bit of blur.

When I finished, I glanced

up at the electronic timing

and saw I had come first.

I was so shocked and then

when I looked at the time

I was flabbergasted.

It was a truly great feeling. I was ecstatic. I then

caught a glimpse of my team mates who were

shouting and jumping up and down!

I hope I inspired them a little and showed
them that the brilliant Australian's weren't

totally invincible. Later that night Dave Carry

went on to win another gold medal for

Scotland and overall Scotland had a fantastic

result in the pool.

To have won the first medal for Scotland at the

Commonwealth Games in front of an Australian

home crowd will always stay with me. It was a

dream come true and hopefully we can do

even better next time.

by Caitlin McClatchey

Caitlin McClatchey

Caitlin McClatchey is a swimmer for Scotland and

Great Britain. To date her greatest achievement

has been winning 2 gold medals in the 2006
Commonwealth Games. She is the UK record holder

in the 200m and 400m freestyle. She competed in

the 4 x 200m freestyle relay in the 2004 Olympic

Games. She won a bronze medal in the 400m
freestyle in the 2005 World Championships.

Within the UK, Caitlin competes for Loughborough

University where as well as training for her sport she

is also studying for a degree in Politics.
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At the 2001 Census in New Zealand, more than

13,000 people had been born in Scotland,

but they form just a wee proportion of those

who have migrated here or who have Scottish

forebears. New Zealand is about as far as it’s

possible to get from Scotland but, like Canada
and Australia, it has been a country in which
many ex-pat Scots have settled over the past

160 years of European colonisation of these isles
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Suzanne Carty

Suzanne Carty is a former newspaper editor. Born in

Nelson, she shifted to Wellington, New Zealand's

capital, in 1976 where, two years later, she joined

The Evening Post, the city’s afternoon daily. In 1989

she was appointed deputy editor and two years

later, became editor of the Waikato Times in

Hamilton. In mid 1 995 she was made editor of The

Evening Post, a position she held until she was

forced to retire through ill health in June 2001

.

She also held a number of industry positions,

including being a member of the New Zealand Press

Council and of the Commonwealth Press Union

Media Freedom Committee. Today, she works part

time for the Dominion Post, Wellington’s only daily

paper, and remains on the Council and CPU’s PFC.

Suzanne is also a board member of the Multiple

Sclerosis Society Board. She is a Friend of Scotland,

aged 52, married with no children, but adores her

Persian cat. Gemma.

Dunedin - New Zealand’s fourth-largest city at the bottom of our South

Island - is reputedly named jointly for Dundee and Edinburgh. It was
certainly the home of many early merchants and traders, though today,

like the Scots themselves, people of Scottish heritage can be found

throughout New Zealand. Many famous Kiwis, including the leader of a

popular opposition political party Winston Peters, a now-retired scourge

of company directors Max Gunn, and highly respected All Black Todd

Blackadder, have the distinction of being part Scottish.

I, along with my two sisters, fall into the large number of New Zealanders

who have Scottish parents and/or grandparents. Our late father

migrated to New Zealand from Newmains, with his widowed mother,

brother and four sisters, in 1 948 once he had been demobbed from the

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve after World War II. Recipient of a DSM
won in motor torpedo boat action, Henry Campbell Carty - our dad
- came 1 2,000 miles to the small settlement of Collingwood at the top

of the South Island, where lived a sister of his mother Jean.

A motor mechanic, Harry - as he was known to friends and family -

moved to the nearby seaside city of Nelson chasing employment.

The rest of his family did likewise.

There he, his brother Peter, and two brothers-in-law John Nicol and Bill

White formed the nucleus of the new Thistle soccer club, following in

the football-loving tradition of the Carty lads’ late father, Hugh. It was

in Nelson he married my mother, who was of German heritage and

whose family migrated to New Zealand from Cologne in the 1 840s.

I am guite sure that it was dad’s gentle, Scottish accent that first

attracted my mother who was, at the time she met him, doing a

tailoring apprenticeship with dad’s sister, Mary.

Today, of course, only one sister, young Jean, remains alive from that

very Scottish family that chose to make New Zealand their home nearly

50 years ago. And while none of dad’s daughters wear kilts, each of us is

proud of that Scottish ancestry. Each has also made her individual

pilgrimage to Strathaven, where dad’s family was born and where

grandad, Hugh Carty, was a water inspector for the local council. Each

has also made a point of looking up dad’s relatives. My grandmother still

has at least one niece and one nephew in Strathaven, both now elderly

living ‘up the stair' in the small council house that they so proudly own.

But as for grandad’s side of the family, much less is known. Sadly,

grandad died when my father, his elder sister Isabel and only brother

Peter were serving their country in the Second World War. Worse,

we know little about him.
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Scratch a Kiwi and more often than

you might expect you’ll find a kilt

underneath. Well, if not a kilt exactly,

Scottish blood coursing through
the veins.

Grandad was clearly a good soccer player - clippings from the time,

carefully kept by the family over the years, say that he was goalkeeper

for Aberdeen for many years and had the chance to play for Blackburn

Rovers. But there's not much more to tell. That, of course, is not unusual.

Many Kiwis have family with their roots in Scotland and many determine

to make genealogy a hobby at some time in their lives. We will,

too, one day.

It's hard to explain - at least in a way that doesn’t sound soppy and

sentimental - but when we were children, the lilt of dad’s voice, the

different terms gran used to describe various events and places, were

completely mystical and entrancing. So, too, were the old 78 records

that mum hoarded, so many of them bearing the songs of tenor Kenneth

McKellar and his more comedic counterpart Andy Stewart. When both

entertainers came to Nelson, mum, dad and we three girls were bundled

into one of our hometown’s two small theatres to hear them sing all

the songs that were so familiar.

Even today, I cannot hear My Granny’s

Highland Hame, The Scottish Soldier and
The Northern Lights of Aberdeen without

feeling a bit weepy. They were - still are,

in fact - marvellous songs that made this

homeland of my father’s just a little bit

more real. One day, we each vowed,
we would visit. And visit we did, separately

and together.

I’m fortunate, in fact, because in my journalism career I was fortunate

enough to become a newspaper editor, twice. My first editorship came
in 1992 when I was based in Hamilton, in the heart of dairying and

horse-rearing country in what we call the region of Waikato. During that

editorship, the British Government kindly brought me to the United

Kingdom for a fortnight, during which time I was able to visit Scotland’s

Hamilton - so close to where my father’s family grew up -

and Craigellachie, the home of my favourite malt whisky, The Macallan.

I still have the fabulous photograph of the distillery’s old house on my
wall - this was one visit to Scotland I will never forget.

And will we be back? I know I will. I want to put flesh on Grandfather

Carty’s bones. I want to see Jennie, now 90, and Andrew, 88, again

before they die. I want to meet my second or third cousin, Sadie Louden,

again, and join her and her mates in Strathaven over another wine or

three. And I want to be able to tell my nieces - Alice, nearly 1 4, Daisy,

1 0, Madeleine, 7, and Gabrielle, 4 - all I find out about the grandfather

who died before they, and we, were born, and about his family in

Scotland. They will want to visit themselves. My sisters Kaye and Vicki

will encourage them to do so - Scotland has played such a large part

in all our lives, despite our living in these southern Pacific islands at the

bottom of the world, that for them not to find out more about their

heritage and Scotland as she is today would be impossible.

by Suzanne Carty



SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE -

THE EDINBURGH
FESTIVAL FRINGE
They are the ones that seem to stick and

part of the reason I think this is that I can

only remember two shows, one brilliant and
one indescribably bad from the first year

I came to Edinburgh back in 1 986.

I am afraid my reasons for coming to Edinburgh

that year were not entirely driven by artistic

motives. I had just finished studying for a music

degree at Surrey University and had managed
to secure an invite to stay in Edinburgh with

a very attractive girl I knew from school.

Unfortunately she didn’t mention that she

wouldn’t actually be there which rather

thwarted my plans but there was at least the

benefit that I was then able to take in a great

deal more of the festival.

Like so many people, I fell in love with

Edinburgh and its festival on that visit. I had

never before been to a place so completely

immersed in performance, a city taken over

by performers for three extraordinary weeks

each year. It left a lasting impression and

I managed to find my first two jobs at festivals

in Aldeburgh and Bury St Edmunds.

I was later given the opportunity to work in

Edinburgh as General Manager of the Queen’s

Hall. It was a great opportunity to be involved

in the festival as the venue hosts performances

for the International, Jazz and Fringe Festivals.

It was a wonderfully eclectic place to be during

August. A typical day might start with one of

the world’s great string quartets at the

International Festival’s morning concert

followed by a lunchtime talk, Lenny Henry

performing with a soul band in the evening

ending with some over the top late night

comedy. Something for everyone as an old

impresario might say.

I was fortunate enough to be made Director

of the Fringe in 1 999. Director is a strange title

because you don’t really direct the Fringe, you

just cling on to it and hope to be there at the

end. Most of the time it feels a bit like herding

cats. I have no involvement in selecting the

acts, the whole point of the Fringe is that

the performers themselves make the decision

to come.



I have a bit of a theory about the

Edinburgh Festival Fringe that every

year you attend you can, after a short

period of time, only remember the

best and worst performance you saw
that year.

Paul Cudgin

Paul studied for a degree in music at the University

of Surrey. After leaving university in 1986 Paul took

up his first post in the arts as Concerts Manager for

the Aldeburgh Foundation, which was established

by Benjamin Britten and Peter Pears. Paul was then

appointed Manager of the Bury St Edmunds Festival

in 1989 at the age of 25. From Bury St Edmunds,

Paul moved to Edinburgh in 1995, when he became

General Manager of the Queen's Hall. This busy

concert hall is home to the Scottish Chamber

Orchestra and hosts over 300 events a year.

The Queen’s Hall today has a strong presence

in the capital's festivals, with shows running in

the Edinburgh International Festival, the Edinburgh

International Jazz Festival and of course the

Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Paul was appointed

Director of the Edinburgh Festival Fringe in April

1999. The Fringe has expanded considerably

during Paul's time at the helm and in 2003 the

event passed a significant milestone with the sale

of 1 million tickets that year - an achievement that

has been replicated each subsequent year.

This is how the festival started with 8

companies effectively gate-crashing the

original Edinburgh International Festival and it

is one of the reasons why there is so much
diversity at the Fringe. If there was a single

Artistic Director they would surely never

feature a 'Bouncy Castle Hamlet’ just before

Ibsen’s Brand in their programme. They would

be unlikely to choose a car, a bus, a lift,

a department store or a public toilet as venues

but I have seen shows in all these places.

This year we even have a company presenting

A Midsummer Night’s Dream in a tree.

I never cease to be amazed at the creativity

and ingenuity of Fringe performers.

This year will be my eighth Fringe as Director

and hopefully the fourth where we have

managed to exceed one million ticket sales.

I really can't wait for it to start, I still get such

a great buzz when the festival begins, that

same sense of excitement I can remember
from 1 986 and makes Edinburgh the envy

of the world as a truly great festival city.

by Paul Cudgin
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Lawrie Spence

Lawrie studied Mechanical Engineering at

Strathclyde University, where he broke through

from national to international running standard.

He competed for Scotland and Great Britain

at World and Commonwealth Games in both

Track and Cross Country. After graduating, he

took up a position with ICI and Nobles Explosive

Company, before joining IBM UK in 1983. Here he

specialised in automating assembly processes for

computer equipment and gave technical papers at

international conferences throughout Europe. For

much of this period, he was also the Scottish Team
Captain. Lawrie went on to join Compaq Computers

in Erskine where he was instrumental in building

up the new plant. Five years later, he started up

his own consulting service for manufacturing and

service industries. Manufacturing Principles (MPLtd).

Today, Lawrie delivers innovative solutions to client’s

problems, calling on the combined experiences of

his own and the organisation’s previous projects.

I was the 223rd person

to break the magic
barrier, the 49th Briton

and the 1 0th Scot.

Not bad for a boy from
Greenock!

Fifty years after Roger Bannister first broke

the four minute mile, Lawrie Spence,

a former Commonwealth star of track and
field from Greenock, recalls one of his finest

moments (or 238.8 seconds of them to

be precise).

I had been trying to run under four minutes for

the mile since 1 973 when, as an 1 8-year-old

Scottish Junior Champion, I won the Scottish

Senior 1 500m Championship. It was a target

I really wanted and this win made me believe

I could do it.

In July 1977 I got my first senior CB cap against

France in Nice at 5000m. I was concentrating

on the 5000m to try to make the Scotland

team for the Commonwealth Games in

Edmonton, Canada the following year. As the

end of the 1977 track season approached,

I made up my mind to have a last go at the

mile at Edinburgh Highland Games.

The British Caledonian Airways Mile was the

feature race on the track. In a packed

Meadowbank Stadium, John Robson and

I, representing Scotland, lined up alongside

the New Zealander, John Walker, the Olympic

1 500m Champion and hot favourite.

The wind was blowing strongly down the

back straight and there had been a shower

of rain making the track wet and slippy.

The Sub-four minute mile
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We struggled round with no pacemakers,

reaching the bell in 3 minutes 4 seconds.

Once out of the wind, we had a mad sprint for

the finish. John Walker won from John Robson,

his first sub-four mile. I finished third and just

one fifth of a second over the four minutes. I

was pleased at being third, but missing the

magic of breaking the four minute mile by so

little was awful! My chance for the year,

perhaps forever, seemed to be gone.

The following week, Stan Long (Brendan Foster's

coach) phoned to invite me to Gateshead to

run in an end of season meeting. John Walker

had agreed to take part. A Scots Olympian,

Frank Clement, was also going, so we could

share the cost of a car (they say the Scots are

mean - what about the Geordiesl). We drove

down from Glasgow in the morning, arriving in

time for lunch. I had a chat with John Walker

and a few of the North Eastern athletes before

resting in the afternoon.

It was a cool evening with some late September

sunlight but again a strong breeze. Pre-race

nerves took over. Going through my usual warm
up ritual I wondered why I had agreed to race.

I didn’t feel great and my legs knew that it was

the end of a long, hard season. Out on the track

the air was cold on the skin. We jogged about

trying to keep warm as we were introduced to

a full Gateshead Stadium. I got a warm welcome
from the North East crowd. They always gave

the Scots a lot of support.

We were called to the mark. The gun went.

I got a good, clear start reaching the bend in

fourth place. With no pacemaker, the first lap

was just over 60 seconds. I was pleased with

the time and felt better than I had during the

warm up. I tried to relax, drop my arms in the

wind on the back straight, keep with the pace

and out of trouble. The timekeeper shouted

out the time for the second lap, “Two one,

two two”, so a sub-four was still on. I moved
into third place but John Walker passed me
on the back straight into the breeze. I had to

concentrate as the pace was starting to really

hurt me. I reached the bell in “Three two, three

three” and we started to bunch up at the front.

I fought to hold my place and not get boxed in.

The next two hundred yards were into the wind

and the pace was slowing. Some barging was

going on as we jockeyed for position and

waited for the break to be made. Keep calm,

keep the arms down, and don't tense up! At

two hundred to go, the break was made with

both Frank and John Walker going for the big

finish. I got a clear break on the inside and took

my chance to chase the two in front. Frank was

running wide round the bend and, as he hit the

finishing straight he opened up a slight gap. I

was just hanging on behind them trying to

hold my form. I knew I must have a chance to

break four minutes if I could just keep in touch,

but I was struggling to keep going with tired

legs and lungs bursting for oxygen. The training

sessions at Ravenscraig Stadium in Battery Park

and along Greenock Esplanade were all about

this, not tying up and using my arms to drive

me sprinting to the finish line.

Walker passed Clement to win. I crossed the

line, arms pumping hard. I was third. These

were the days when electronic clocks round

the track were rare. John and Frank thought

I had broken the barrier. The announcer read

out the result: I was third in 3 minutes 58.8

seconds. I felt so good after so long trying

to break the Four Minute barrier. Placing third

behind two runners who finished first and fifth

at the Olympic Games the previous year,

was a sweet way to break four minutes for

the first time!

I was the 223rd person to break the magic

barrier, the 49th Briton and the 10th Scot.

Not bad for a boy from Greenock! What a

way to end the season and set me up to make
the team for the Commonwealth Games
in Edmonton the next year.

Frank and I stopped in a pub for a pint on the

way back north. I never knew English beer

could taste so good!

by Lawrie Spence

I did make the team for the Commonwealth
Games and was a finalist in the 5000m. I also

had the privilege to meet Roger Bannister,

at Crystal Palace in May 1 9 79, where I took

part in a mile race for sub-four minute miters

to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of his

breaking the four minute mile. That was

another special night!
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A CURATOR’S
WORK IS

NEVER DONE

Pamela Robertson

Pamela Robertson is Senior Curator and Professor

of Mackintosh Studies at the University of Glasgow's

Hunterian Art Gallery. She has organised many
exhibitions related to Mackintosh including the first ever

retrospectives of the work of Margaret and Frances

Macdonald and J. Herbert McNair, Glasgow Museums’

award-winning Charles Rennie Mackintosh retrospective,

and Mackintosh in France with the National Galleries of

Scotland. She is currently a member of the Reviewing

Committee for the Export of Works of Art, the National

Trust for Scotland’s Interior and Collections Committee,

and a Governor of The Glasgow School of Art.

Her publications include Doves and Dreams: The Art

of Frances Macdonald and J. Herbert McNair (2006);

The Chronycle: The Letters of Charles Rennie Mackintosh

to Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh 1 927 (2001 ); The

Mackintosh House (1998); Charles Rennie Mackintosh;

Art is the Flower (1994) and Charles Rennie Mackintosh:

The Architectural Papers (ed.) Wendlebury (1990).

From time to time I am asked how I came to be a curator at the

University of Glasgow’s Hunterian Art Gallery with responsibility

for its wonderful holding of the work of Charles Rennie Mackintosh.

It is a simple narrative: a History of Art degree at the University of

London, a post-graduate course in Art Gallery and Museum Studies

at the University of Manchester, and then the offer of a job in Glasgow.

The one unexpected element is that until I came to Glasgow I had

no knowledge at all of Mackintosh. If there is a place to learn, however,

it is here. Glasgow is the city where Mackintosh was born, grew up,

trained, and practised as an architect. The city boasts his most important

buildings and the most significant collections of his work and that of his

close contemporaries. Of the latter the holding at the University is

certainly the most important. It comprises Mackintosh's estate of over

800 works on paper and the contents of the house where Mackintosh

and his talented artist-wife, Margaret Macdonald, lived from 1906

to 1914.

Today Mackintosh is rightly celebrated world-wide as one of the most

creative architect-designers of his time. He was one of the leading

exponents of the concept of the room as a work of art, creating at

The Hill House, his domestic masterpiece, and notably at a series of

tea rooms in Glasgow city-centre, interiors of a rarefied decorative

and symbolic beauty, set with furniture of often breathtaking formal

sophistication. His architecture presents inventive, witty and often

highly complex compositions of architectural detail and form. And that

is not all, for he was also a watercolour painter of exceptional skills

most vividly seen in his exquisite flower studies and disciplined late

French landscapes.

Over the years my admiration for Mackintosh’s achievements has not

diminished but grown. However many times one visits his masterpiece

The Glasgow School of Art or The Hill House one always notices some
new subtlety or sympathetic touch. And it is on the basis of the work
that Mackintosh has to be judged as he left few notes or documents
to establish his goals or legacy.

Though sparse, the documents that do survive are important for they

shed light on his personality. In particular the letters he wrote late

in life to his beloved wife Margaret, which I edited a few years ago,

reveal a warmth, a gentle humour, and a tenderness that are at times

very moving.

The Mackintosh collection has presented me with many wonderful

opportunities for travel, research, and collaborative projects. These have

included the award-winning retrospective of Mackintosh’s work,

organised by Glasgow Museums in 1996-7, for which I acted as guest

co-curator. Its US tour allowed me the privilege of working behind the

scenes at three of America’s great museums: the Metropolitan, the Art

Institute of Chicago and Los Angeles County Museum. Currently I am
working in partnership with National Museums Liverpool on an exhibition

of the work of Frances Macdonald and J. Herbert McNair. Research has

taken me to the places Mackintosh knew and loved, including Holy

Island, Northumberland, the South of France, and Vienna; introduced

me to people who remembered Mackintosh; and brought to my
attention previously undocumented works and new information all

of which contribute to our overall understanding of Mackintosh.

A curator’s work is never done.

One of the many rewarding aspects of working in Glasgow as part of

the Mackintosh heritage has been the opportunity to work with the city's

other Mackintosh properties and collections - this includes Glasgow

Museums, the School of Art, The Hill House, the House for an Art Lover

and the Willow Tea Rooms. The collaborations have proved stimulating

and rewarding and over the years much has been achieved, from a highly

user-friendly website at www.crmsociety.com to Glasgow’s first-ever

city-wide Festival in 2006. There is much yet to do as the city prepares a

bid for World Heritage Status for The Glasgow School of Art and The Hill

House and we all continue to care for and develop Glasgow’s unique

Mackintosh legacy. I hope you will have the opportunity to visit us soon.

by Pamela Robertson
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GOING DUTCH.
THE CRAIGELLACHIE LINK

I am sitting in the library of the Craigellachie Hotel

in one of the most beautiful areas of Scotland.

Below is the River Spey, the fastest flowing river

of the country. At the opposite side I see the contours

of Easter Elchies House, home of the Macallan.

On the antique bureau in front of me sits my laptop,

waiting for letters and words to be transformed

in readable sentences.

I am connected to this country in many ways, as to the hotel itself.

I have spent many visits here, made friends, wrote books and tasted

many, many malt whiskies. Thirty years ago I couldn’t have dreamt that.

My mind wanders back, back in time...

It all began in 1 974 when I tasted my first glass of whisky and instantly

was sold on the product. After my exams I left the Netherlands and

headed for England to travel and do the odd job that should pay for

my expenses. I was lucky. Within a couple of days after my arrival I got

a job in a pub in Bury St. Edmunds, not far from Cambridge. The owner,

a man called Jim, was a real whisky-lover. The big selection above the

bar accounted for that. After closing time he let me taste time and

again. Most of the whiskies were blended Scotch and I got to know the

families Teacher’s, Bell’s, Dewar’s, 1 00 Pipers, J&B, Vat 69 and Claymore

very well. The first singfe malts I tasted were Clenfiddich, Longmorn
and Glen Moray.

Jim was well connected in the area and arranged a tour for me at the

Green King Brewery. There I smelled for the first time the distinctive

odours of hops, grain, yeast and alcohol, revealing the presence of

a brewery even before one sees it.

Half a year later I returned to the Netherlands and decided to study

English Literature, which I combined with writing and editing of articles

and books. I arranged my travel notes and made a rudimentary tasting

guide out of it. In the 1 980’s I found an edition of Harrods Book of

Whiskies. Book was too big a word for a stapled magazine of 48
pages, but what the heck. It contained no less than 1 1 3 single malt

descriptions, complete with tasting notes. Most brands were completely

unknown to me at the time. But with this magazine I now possessed

a professional vocabulary to spice up my own tasting notes. Apart from

malts, there were also some blends in it, next to a very informative

article about how whisky was made, interspersed with historical

anecdotes. It tickled my imagination to undertake a journey to Scotland

and have a taste of the drink at the place where it was made.
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Hans Offringa

Hans Offringa (born 1956) is a Dutch media-advisor

and writer/translator. Since 1978 he has specialised

in electronic media and internationally is considered

a pioneer in this field. Over the past 20 years he has

written numerous articles on media and a variety of

books including three novels. He also wrote an

international bestseller on the salvage of the Russian

nuclear submarine Kursk. This book 'Raising the Kursk'

was officially launched in Scotland in October 2004,

partly to honour two Scottish divers who were involved

in the rescue operation. As an internationally

acknowledged expert on Single Malt Whisky, he has

translated four Scottish whisky books into Dutch and

wrote eight whisky books himself, among which a travel

story on Scotch and Scotland. The latter one was

published in the Netherlands and Scotland in 2005.

Together with his American wife Becky (who is from

Lovat of Fraser stock) Hans gives whisky presentations

in Europe and the UK under the name The Whisky

Couple. They both contribute to various whisky

magazines around the world. For more information

see also: www.thewhiskycouple.com

In 1990 it happened. I flew to Edinburgh, rented a car and roamed the

Grampians on my way to Speyside. At dusk I arrived in a tiny village with

an unpronounceable name. Coming from Dufftown, I read a sign ‘B&B

Craigellachie Lodge' and decided to stay the night there. Next morning

I drove further in the direction of Aberlour and missed the Craigellachie

Hotel by an inch. Within a week I visited a series of distilleries, amongst

which Cardhu, Tamdhu, Glenfiddich, Strathisla and Clenlivet, after which

I flew back to the Netherlands in a slightly melancholic mood.

My first trip to Scotland had been a feast; I had felt immediately at

home. Powerful nature, the friendly and hospitable people and whisky

EVERYWHERE! After that first journey I grasped every opportunity to go

back and in the years to come I slowly changed from a whisky-tourist

into a connoisseur of the whisky as well as the land. One can write

everywhere, so I could easily take my work with me. Armed with my
portable Apple Macintosh, (responsible for the nickname MacOffringa

I got from the Scots) I travelled to the East Coast, to Islay,

to Campbeltown, Mull, Skye and the Orkneys, visited a lot of distilleries

and collected raw matter for a movie and various travel-stories, not

knowing that I would write a road-novel from it a mere 1 0 years later

(The Road to Craigellachie, published in the Netherlands by Spectrum

in October 2004 and in the UK by Lipstick Publishing in April 2005).

On one of my travels in 1995 I met a remarkable Swedish woman who
invited me to come to her home in St.Fillans, near Crieff. I did so a few

years later. She still recognized me and introduced me to her husband,

a man called William Ross. He was to become a father to me and

eventually adopted me into the Ross clan - a story I held with me for

many years until I decided to put it in the road novel.

In 1997 I went back to Speyside and this time I did notice the

Craigellachie Hotel, in its full splendor. When I entered the door I ran

into the newly appointed manager of the hotel, a Mr. Duncan Elphick,

also known now as Mr. Speyside. He showed me around and we
ended in the Quaich Bar, at the time containing over 300 single malts

(nowadays approx. 600), from Aberfeldy to Tullibardine and whatever

was in between alphabetically.

The barkeeper proudly told me he could pour any dram I wanted and

invited me to attend that evening’s tasting. It turned into fraternisation

with Duncan. Since that memorable day we have been good friends.

Through the years we developed many plans to promote the hotel,

like the founding of the ‘Friends of the Craigellachie Malt Whisky Club',

with members all over the world. They have certain privileges, amongst

which a tiny piece of shelf space in the Quaich Bar, where they can keep

their personal bottle of whisky, behind bars. Next to the cabinet is a

plaque, in which the names and countries of the members are engraved.

Duncan granted me the first place, as a thank you for the idea. I always

keep a Lagavulin Double Matured there and when one of my friends

or business associates is travelling to The Craig, I ask reception to pour

them a dram from that bottle as a welcome. The barkeeper takes care

that the bottle is never empty. Together with Mark Lawson, a former

marketing executive at Seagram’s I met through Duncan, I set up a small

publishing company in Elgin. Now I had a very sound business reason to

go to Scotland every month!
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I usually flew to Edinburgh, stayed with William and his wife for a couple

of days in St. Fillans and headed for Elgin from there. The Craig had

become a home from home. In Perthshire I also made new friends via

the Rosses. One of them ran a restaurant in Falkirk, called The Dutch Inn.

This was no coincidence; this was ‘conceptual continuity’. In the

Netherlands there is a very lively community of Ross-descendants who
even maintain a bilingual website (www.homepages.hetnet.nl/~clan-ross/

In 2001 I sold the publishing

company and Mark continued

on his own. By that time

I had become so intensely

connected to Scotland,

I didn’t need a business

excuse anymore to stay there.

My publisher Spectrum asked me two years ago to translate a couple

of Scottish whisky books by David Wishart and Michael Jackson,

an assignment I gladly accepted. Michael and I have known each other

for some years but David was new to me. We shared a joint tasting and

book presentation last year at the Whisky Festival in Leiden and became
good friends. Today I feel like living in two worlds constantly and leaving

Scotland feels like leaving home. I have often wondered why Scots and

Dutch get along so well. It might have to do with the constant struggle

with the elements, we are both used to it. It might have to do with that

weird myth of both peoples being money-tight (something I never

experienced in Scotland, on the contrary: the people I met were very

hospitable). It might be because of us both having rather large

neighbours who tend to ‘colonize’ us. Or maybe it’s the sense of humour
or the ‘spade is a spade’ approach of life. Or maybe - well, whatever.

The most important thing is that I felt at home in Scotland from the first

time I set foot on its soil, and it was nature and the people that did

the trick.

by Hans Offringa
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FIND YOUR ANCESTORS AT THE CLICK OF A
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Technology has revolutionised genealogical research. No one knows
this better than Duncan Macniven, Registrar General for Scotland.

Here he gives a glimpse of the far-reaching effects the internet has

had on accessing records and of the exciting plans for the future.

There are about 40 million people world-wide who share a Scottish

ancestry. Many of them are keen to know more about their Scottish

ancestry. So it is no surprise that Scotland is a world-leader in providing

family history information on the internet.

We are in that happy position partly because our written records go back

a long way. The main examples are registers of births, marriages and

deaths to 1553, Census records to 1841 and wills to 1500. But it is also

thanks to the devolved government of Scotland, and funding bodies

such as the British lottery, which have paid for the digitisation of many
key records, so that they can be made more widely available.

The General Register Office for Scotland, which I head, has the (mostly

pleasant) task of registering births, marriages and deaths and running

the Census. So we have many records which are vital for genealogists.

For privacy reasons, we restrict access to some information. Census

records, for example, are kept confidential for 100 years. But an

important part of our work has always been to make our historic

records publicly available. Before 1 998, that meant a trip to Edinburgh,

where we are based, to look at paper, microfiche or microfilm.

In 1998, however, we set up our pay-per-view genealogical website -

thus becoming, so far as we can tell, the first government department

in Britain to do our business over the internet. Our website initially gave

access to the indexes to our records and then, as digitisation proceeded,

to the records themselves.

Duncan Macniven

Duncan has been Registrar General for Scotland

since 2003 - responsible among other things for the

registration of births, deaths, marriages and other

vital events, for the Census in Scotland and for

statistics about Scotland's population. The Victorian

censuses, and the old records of births, deaths and

marriages, are the main sources for family historians

and Duncan’s proud of the service his department

gives to genealogists at its office in Edinburgh and

over the web. He entered the world of work in 1973,

after studying history at Aberdeen University.

Duncan joined the civil service in Scotland because

it seemed to get involved in a range of things to do

with Scottish life and because he was keen to spend

most of his career in Scotland. And so it has turned

out. He has dealt with many fascinating subjects -

economic development (particularly in the highlands),

transport, health, ancient monuments, the police

and fire services and forestry. He is a proud husband

and father (of 2 girls, born in 1981 and 1984).

Before parenthood and work responsibilities caught

up with him, he climbed all the Scottish mountains

over 3,000 feet and spent 1 6 years in the Territorial

Army. He still does a lot of walking, cycling and a bit

of skiing - and is an active member of his local church.

We now have around 40 million individual records available on the web
and, when our digitisation programme finishes in the summer, we will

be adding millions more.

The website address is www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk For £6 (or about

US$ 1 1 .50) you can buy 30 ‘page credits’ - which, unless your family

has a very common name, could allow you to start from your pre-1900

Scottish grandparents’ date of birth and trace the date of birth of 4 of

your great-grandparents. And the site offers free help on how to trace

your roots.

Not surprisingly, our website

is very popular. As I write this

article, people have bought

277,000 accesses to the site

over the last year.

We have registered almost 1 20,000 regular users, of whom 1 6% come
from the US, 13% from Australia and New Zealand and 9% from Canada.

The number of visitors is progressively increasing as more people get

to know the site, and as more documents are available. The number
of credits bought in February 2004 was two thirds higher than the same
month in 2003. The internet allows us to tap into a new and expanding

market - though the number of people who visit us to search our records

has fallen, the reduction is less than 10%.

But we are not resting on our laurels. I have formed a partnership with

the two other Scottish public servants whose work is most important

to Scottish genealogists - the Keeper of the Archives (who holds the

nation’s historical records) and the Lord Lyon (who registers all coats

of arms in Scotland). Together, we are working to provide a Scottish

Family History Research Service, with 3 components. First, since we
share accommodation in 2 adjacent buildings in the heart of historic

Edinburgh, we will be providing a single front door to the key records

held by all 3 partners. No longer will people have to know exactly what

records are held by which body. Second, we are working to unify our

websites, to give the same ‘single front door' on the internet. Third,

we are encouraging the development of local family history centres

in different parts of Scotland, to make it easier for people living in or

visiting their ancestor's homes to get access to our records and other

important records held locally.

Let me end with a comment from an amateur family historian:

"Hi, It is rare that I feel the need to make the effort to give positive

feedback but here goes... I think your website is absolutely wonderful,

easy to use, and gives so much more detailed information than any other

website, at very reasonable prices. I dread seeing evidence of my
relatives coming from England or Ireland (apart from the fact that I’m

obviously not as Scottish as I thought), because I can’t find any site for

those countries that offers anything close to what you do. I very much
look forward to the developments promised for 2004.”

by Duncan Macniven
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NEW EDINBURGH:
A RUNWAY
SPECTACULAR?

The lights dimmed, an expectant hush gripped the

Fashion Loft on Multrees Walk... and, as a remix of

Soft Cell’s eighties’ Standard Tainted Love’ set the

mood for Keira Thorley’s collection of wet-look coats

and second-skin jumpsuits...

Such were the memorable opening moments
of New Edinburgh - a runway spectacle, equal

in scale and glamour to any show on the

international fashion circuit. Its aim?

To highlight the extraordinary wealth of

creative talent emerging from the Scottish

capital. With an audience of over 600, New
Edinburgh proved the best-attended event

during the inaugural Edinburgh International

Fashion Festival. It also attracted the week’s

largest contingent of Scottish, UK-national

and international media.

However, New Edinburgh offered more than

exposure. It also provided exceptional

career-enhancing opportunities for its

participants. A special bursary scheme, which

I helped set up, enabled four recent fashion

graduates to develop new collections

specifically for the runway show. As a bridge

from academia to commerce, each of these

fledgling designers was set the challenge of

working, unsupervised, in ‘real world’

conditions against an immovable deadline

- but supported by a mentoring programme.

Stephen Jones (the acclaimed milliner who is

currently British Accessory Designer of the

Year), Hilary Alexander (Fashion Director, The

Daily Telegraph), and Coco Chan

(Contemporary Womenswear Buyer, Harvey

Nichols) all generously placed their time and

expertise at the disposal of the New Edinburgh

designers.

The Scottish Executive match-funded the

sponsorship committed to the New Edinburgh

initiative by Next pic. Additionally, Harvey

Nichols contributed a raft of help in kind,

including event management and staffing.

Harvey Nichols also provided a pre-show

champagne reception, and hosted a VIP

after-show party.

As for the show itself, Keira Thorley’s collection

was followed by that of Chloe Patience -

wonderfully romantic dresses crafted from

printed and embroidered silks. The four

remaining passages presented the New
Edinburgh bursary collections of Jenny

Williamson, Kenneth McClure, Lizzie McQuade
and Elliot Atkinson.

Jenny Williamson

Jenny’s collection was very much in her own
personal image, focusing on exactly the sort

of pretty yet engagingly eccentric clothes

this former model would love to wear.

Her distinctive palette mixed taupe, ivory and

chrome yellow - or partnered shell pink with

sharp tangerine. A print inspired by Buddy

Holly’s distinctive eyewear was used for

ultra-feminine dresses, while striped wool jersey

and rich cashmere added textural variety to

Jenny’s dream of a capsule wardrobe.

Kenneth McClure

In his refined, minimalist collection, Kenny

reflected recent travels through Cambodia and

Vietnam, specifically articulating a respect for

the simple habits of Bhuddist monks. This

translated into gracious, gently draped tunics

and dresses in oyster or silver silk jersey, plus

more voluminous shapes in wool and silk

worsted - often partnered with bone-coloured

airspun cashmere knits.
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Lizzie McQuade
The complex, petal-shaped sections of Lizzie’s

bell-shaped silhouettes were rendered in coral

and marshmallow pink, combined with

monochrome tweed, anthracite velour, and jet

black boucle. Dainty jackets with short puff

sleeves were shown with long black leather

gloves. The effect was quirky yet charming.

Elliot Atkinson

Elliot revisited the early nineties for an

adventurous and powerful collection in which

lavender bandage crepe and lilac silk satin

were juxtaposed with plaid and faux crocodile-

skin. Key elements were over-scaled blouson

jackets, worn with leggings, and power-gowns.

Two New Edinburgh designers have already

received approaches from major high street

fashion retailers whose talent scouts attended

the show. Two others are now planning to

establish their own businesses. Lizzie McQuade
has secured a job in the studio of a London-

based designer. Elliot Atkinson’s collection has

been bought by influential London boutique,

The Pineal Eye. He has also received a shoal

of private orders.

“New Edinburgh,” says Jenny Williamson,

“was both a wonderful opportunity and a huge

challenge: exciting, daunting, and at times

utterly terrifying! But the experience has

proved invaluable, allowing me to grow as

a designer, face a few of my demons, and

pursue my dreams.”

Lizzie McQuade shares her enthusiasm. “Since

the age of ten, all I’ve ever wanted to do is

work as a fashion designer. New Edinburgh

allowed me to develop my own handwriting.

It was a really great combination of experience

and exposure.”

by John Davidson

John Davidson

Best known as a fashion commentator, John

Davidson (38) writes for an eclectic raft of titles

ranging from The Scotsman and Scotland on Sunday

to Russian Vogue. He is also in demand as a fixer,

providing consultancy services for businesses in the

retail, hospitality and tourism sectors. Between

times, he is working on a satirical novel inspired by

his experiences on the international fashion circuit.
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Jenni Calder

Jenni Calder was born in Chicago of Scottish parents, and has

lived in or near Edinburgh since 1971 . After several years

as a freelance writer and lecturer she joined the National

Museums of Scotland in 1978, where she was successively

education officer. Head of Publications, Museum of Scotland

script co-ordinator, and Head of Museum of Scotland

International. She retired in 2001 . She has written on a range

of literary and historical subjects, including several books and

numerous articles on Scottish history and culture. Among
these are RLS: A Life Study (1980), Scotland in Trust (1990),

The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison (1997), and contributions

to The Enterprising Scot (1986), The Wealth of a Nation

(1989) andTMo Ordinary Journey: John Rae, Arctic Explorer

(1993). Scots in Canada (2003) and Scots in the USA (2006)

were both published by Luath Press, and Scots Out West:

Scottish Experience on the American Frontier is due out from

Fort Publishing in October 2007.

In the summer of 1 978, 1 and my family drove a camper van up

through New York State into Canada. It was a route that had been

taken by many Scots, up the Hudson River, then perhaps striking

west to Lake Ontario and on into what became the province of

Ontario when the Dominion was born in 1 867.

Thousands more sailed direct to Canadian ports, to Halifax, St John,

Quebec, Montreal. My curiosity was stirred on that first and subsequent

visits. Everywhere I went - Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, Toronto,

the shores of Lake Huron, Vancouver -
I found a Scottish presence.

Twenty years later I was asked to develop and lead a National Museums
of Scotland programme to investigate the Scottish diaspora. Working

on the Museum of Scotland, which opened in 1 998, had sharpened an

understanding of just how much of Scotland's history had taken place

out with Scotland. The legacy of this small nation’s remarkable mobility

can be found in every continent. From the middle of the eighteenth

century Canada was a key arena for Scottish emigrants and sojourners,

and it quickly became a focus of my new role.

There are not many Scots in Scotland without some kind of connection

with Canada. It’s not just that thousands have forebears who settled

there, but that Canada affected the life and work of thousands more
who never left Scotland. Many people’s livelihoods and the business of

many of Scotland’s ports depended on transatlantic trade and shipping.

The timber and fur trades particularly affected Scots personally and

economically, and made them aware of Canadian opportunities. At

times, Canada was regarded almost as an extension of Scotland, with

land available for people who at home were displaced or struggling.

When I retired from the NMS in 2001 plans were taking shape for an

exhibition on Scots in Canada to open in 2003. With about nine months

to go, my former colleagues enthusiastically ran me through

the exhibition’s storyline. Shortly afterwards I mentioned to Gavin

McDougall of Luath Press that it was a pity that there would be no book

to accompany the ’Trailblazers’ exhibition. “It’s not too late,” was his

pragmatic response, and the next thing I knew I was agreeing to write

what became Scots in Canada. The book was in the shops a few days

after ‘Trailblazers’ opened in October.

I worked on the book knowing that the story of Scots in Canada is

important for both Scots and Canadians. It reminds us that Canada

has played a part in shaping the Scottish nation. It also demonstrates

the extraordinary extent to which Scots have contributed to the

development of Canada. Scots were quick to identify commercial

potential and to involve themselves in crucial nation-building activities.

The impact they made was entrepreneurial as well as pioneering,

visionary as well as practical. And although they shared in the British

imperial exploitation of the aboriginal population many had respect

for the Natives and a readiness to learn from them. The experiences

of Scottish settlers were often backbreaking, sometimes heartbreaking,

and many found that their new country failed to live up to their hopes.

Nevertheless, the Scottish imprint on Canada is indelible. I was prepared

to be sceptical about the catalogue of Scottish-Canadian achievements;

if anything, my preconceptions underestimated the role of Scots in

Canadian life.

They traded fur, felled timber and dug mines, they farmed and fished,

they explored and surveyed, they established banks and businesses, they

built railways and ran shipping lines, they were prominent in politics,

education and religion, and they sustained communities which kept alive

the language and traditions of the old country. Scots did well in so many
different capacities partly because the vast, challenging territory of

Canada provided scope and opportunities which Scotland, so often

politically and culturally marginalised, could not. The evidence of their

dynamic response to this challenge is found throughout Canada today

and ensures that the Scottish-Canadian connection remains vivid

and relevant.

by Jenni Calder
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WEST
COAST
ASTRONOMY
The tanned, eager faces of a table-full

of Canadian climbers looked up at me,
bemused but amused, as I launched
into addressing a haggis which had
taken two days to track down in deepest
British Columbia.
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Professor Jim Dunlop

Professor Jim Dunlop is Head of the Institute for

Astronomy at the University of Edinburgh. Born in

Ayrshire in 1962, he received his secondary

education at first Ardrossan Academy and then

Blairgowrie High School. In 1980 he went to study

Physics at Dundee University after a brief (1 week!)

flirtation with Architecture. After graduating in 1984

he moved to the University of Edinburgh, and

obtained his PhD in Astronomy in 1988. Following

lecturing positions at the University of Central

Lancashire and at Liverpool, Jim returned to

Edinburgh in 1995, where he became a Reader in

1998, and then Professor in 2002. In 2002 he was

also awarded the Scottish Science award by the

Saltire Society. He lives in the Scottish Borders with

his wife. Fiona Kelly, and their three children Kirsty,

Eva and Douglas. In what little time remains outside

of work and family, Jim still attempts to play golf,

football, the piano and, when called to assist the

Carlops Ceilidh band, the violin.

I’m no great Burns expert, but it was the 25th of January 2003 and

our friend and host the astronomer/ mountaineer/paraglider Sean

Dougherty was keen to give his Penticton friends a taste of Scottish

culture. It was a great Saturday evening, following a fine day of sunlit

skiing on Apex Mountain - an appropriately auspicious start to what

turned out to be a rewarding 6-month sabbatical on the west coast

of Canada.

Although a career in astronomy involves a lot of travel - often to remote

mountain observatories - this was the first time that we had pulled off

the somewhat tricky feat of organizing an extended trip abroad for the

whole family. My wife Fiona had managed to arrange a 6-month break in

her medical career, while I had secured a Particle Physics and Astronomy

Research Council (PPARC) Senior Fellowship that excused me from my
normal lecturing commitments at Edinburgh University. Finding

ourselves freed from everyday workplace ties, we reckoned our three

young children would only benefit from 6 months in a different

environment, so off we went! Well, sort of. Of course, it wasn’t quite

that simple, and our trip would never have been possible without the

generous hospitality and support of my colleagues at the University

of British Columbia in Vancouver and at the Flertzberg Institute for

Astrophysics in Victoria and Penticton. Moreover our transition into

Vancouver life was made all the smoother and more pleasurable by

the fantastic welcome given to our two daughters by the Bayview

Community School. This remarkably relaxed, open and inventive

institution provided our eldest daughter in particular with an experience

she will never forget.

What did we learn from our time in British Columbia? Our daughters

learned to ski, Fiona learned about sea kayaking, we became expert at

cooking on the barbecue, and I found a city whose appetite for quality

coffee matched my own.

Professionally, I learned that life as an astronomer in Canada is more
different than I had expected from my own experience in the UK.

Canada is obviously an enormous country but still has a relatively small

population. Consequently, the academic community is small and

scattered. Even at a major institution such as the University of British

Columbia I found the astronomy group to consist of a rather disparate

group of (albeit very talented) individuals. A Canadian astronomer’s main

collaborator is not generally to be found ‘down the corridor' but in some
other often distant location in North America or Europe. This contrasts

with the situation in the UK, and especially in major astronomical centres

such as Cambridge, Oxford and Edinburgh, where coherent research

groups have been built up over the years, capable of establishing

international leadership in major areas of astronomical research. The plus

side of this situation is that I found Canadian astronomers keen to

establish collaborations with my research group in Edinburgh, and eager

to make invaluable contributions to major Edinburgh-led projects.

Two such collaborative projects are now underway, using UK/Canadian

shared telescope facilities in Flawaii, and several of my Canadian-based

colleagues will be attending a meeting at the Royal Observatory

Edinburgh in October of this year.

While based in Vancouver, I travelled down to Chile to take part in one

of the first observing runs with the new Gemini South Telescope. This

8-m diameter telescope high in the Chilean Andes is another example

of a successful scientific partnership between Canada and the UK, and

the Scottish connection was once again in evidence: the instrument we
were using had been constructed at the Royal Observatory in Edinburgh,

and the telescope director, Phil Puxley, has been a good friend since

we first met as postgraduate students at Edinburgh University in the

mid 1 980s.

Leaving Vancouver wasn't easy. The west coast of Canada is an easy

place for a Scot to feel at home. Many people were eager to talk of their

Scottish connections and the scenery is like a scaled up version of the

Scottish highlands. However, perhaps the most impressive thing about

Vancouver is how universally positive its residents are about their city.

Arguably this is easy in a city surrounded by snow-capped mountains,

often under cloudless skies, but I’m sure we home-based Scots could

benefit from a bit more of this attitude. Certainly, in the field of modern
Astronomy, Scotland can hold its head high; and a gloriously sunny

camping weekend at Achiltibuie in late August reminded me that,

here in Scotland, we have scenery to rival anything I saw on our travels

on the Canadian and South American Pacific coastline.

by ProfJim Dunlop
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THE FORGOTTEN
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
AND ROBERT BURNS

At some time during the mid 1820s,

after his pioneer family had crossed the

Ohio River from Kentucky to southern

Indiana, the teen-aged Lincoln stumbled
across a collection of Burns’ poetry.

It was a “thick and chunky volume,’"he later

recalled, “bound in leather and printed in very

small type.” Gifted with a superb memory,
Lincoln began to memorize the verses and

even tried writing similar poetry himself.

In 1831, when Lincoln reached his twenty-first

year, he moved to New Salem, Illinois, and

there he became re-acquainted with Burns

poetry through his contact with the Scottish-

American Jack Kelso. We know precious little

about Kelso. The surname suggests that he

originally hailed from the Borders, and some
rumours claim that Jack worked as a teacher

in Scotland before emigrating from Glasgow

to the states; other stories claim that he was

born in Kentucky of immigrant parents.

Still others maintain that he owned the largest

library in New Salem (about 27 volumes,

including Shakespeare and Burns). None of these

tales can be verified. But there is abundant

evidence that Jack Kelso re-introduced young

Abraham to Burns’ verses and Lincoln soon

memorized large parts of Tam O’Shanter,

Holy Willie's Prayer, The Cotter’s Saturday Night,

Address to the Deil, Highland Mary, Bonnie

Jean, and Dr. Hornbook.

A number of his Illinois contemporaries recalled

his mastery of Burns' poetry. He “knew all of

Burns by heart,” recalled Charles Maltby. “Burns

seemed to be his favourite," said N. W. Branson.

He read, “Considerable of Burns’ poems,”

recollected Abner Y. Ellis. He later “forsook

Byron - never Shakespeare and Burns” said

Joshua Speed. Milton Hay, who served as a

clerk in Lincoln’s Springfield law office once

told a reporter that Lincoln “could quote

Burns by the hour. I have been with him in that

little office and heard him recite with the

greatest admiration and zest Burns’ Ballads

and quaint things.”
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I cannot frame a toast to Burns.

I can say nothing worthy of his

generous heart and transcendent

genius. Thinking of what he has said,

I cannot say anything worth saying.”

Lincoln’s familiarity with Burns may be further

inferred by his hand-written corrections -

or rather the lack thereof - on the pages of his

1860 presidential biography written by William

Dean Howells. Just before publication, Howells

mailed a copy to Lincoln in Springfield for his

final assessment. Lincoln made several changes

to the manuscript, but he let stand without

comment the following sentence: “When
practicing law before his election to Congress,

a copy of Burns was his inseparable companion

on the circuit; and this he pursued so

constantly, that it is said he now has by heart

every line of his favourite poet.”

Visitors to the comfortable Lincoln home
in Springfield during the 1850s might well

be entertained by one of his son’s formal

recitations of Burns’ verse. Whenever a few

people were gathered in the White House

during an evening, Lincoln would frequently

read aloud to them from either Shakespeare

or Burns. Lincoln’s admiration for Burns never

wavered. According to James Grant Wilson,

editor of Chicago’s first literary magazine and

an early Republican supporter, Lincoln once

stopped by to see him in 1 860.

He noticed busts of Shakespeare and Burns in

Wilson’s office and when Wilson told him that

he had purchased them in Stratford-on-Avon

and Ayr, Lincoln was dutifully impressed. Said

he: “They are my two favourite authors, and

I must manage to see their birthplaces some
day if I can contrive to cross the Atlantic."

Earlier, when Wilson had written Lincoln to

inform him that he has spent an entire day

in Prestwick speaking with Burns’ youngest

sister, Isabella Burns Begg, then eighty, Lincoln

replied to express his admiration that Wilson

had met Burns’ sister.

In 1 859, Lincoln had attended the Springfield

Centenary celebration of Burns’ birthday, and

he gave a formal toast to his memory, although

exactly what he said has not survived. During

Lincoln’s years in the White House, the

Philadelphia and Washington DC Scottish-

American organizations similarly staged annual

celebrations of the poet’s birth. In 1864, the

Washington club invited Lincoln to join them
and while there is persistent rumour that he

attended at least one of these gatherings that

has never been substantiated.
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Since Scotsman Alexander Williamson,

who tutored young Tad and Willie Lincoln,

also served as Secretary of the Washington

club, he had special access to the president.

On January 24, 1865, Williamson asked Lincoln

for a “recognition of the genius of Scotland’s

bard, by either a toast, a sentiment, or in any

other way you may deem proper." (Not

precisely an invitation to attend the gathering,

as is usually supposed.) Lincoln penned a hasty

note that was dutifully read at the celebration.

It read: “I cannot frame a toast to Burns.

I can say nothing worthy of his generous heart

and transcendent genius. Thinking of what he

has said, I cannot say anything worth saying.”

Lincoln’s final reference to Burns came just

days before his death. John Hay, Lincoln’s

secretary, recalled that when he and Lincoln

sailed down the Potomac River in early April,

1865, Lincoln recited from several Burns’

poems. Afterwards, he turned to Hay and

remarked that Bums never touched sentiment

without carrying it to its ultimate expression

and leaving nothing further to be said.

Given this close connection, perhaps it is no

accident that Scotland erected the first heroic

statue outside of the United States to Lincoln in

the Old Calton Hill Burial Ground in Edinburgh

(1893). Nor is it an accident that about twelve

American cities - including New York, Denver,

and Cheyenne - today house heroic statues

to Robert Burns. (It is somewhat rare for

a nation to erect a statue to a foreign national

who has never set foot on its soil.)

The National Park Service has officially

recognized the Lincoln-Burns connection.

When they refurbished the Lincoln family home
in Springfield in 1 988, they relied heavily on

a woodcut of the family parlour - taken from

a now-lost original photograph - that revealed

the presence of several heroic busts in the

room. Since it was not possible to determine

precisely whom the busts depicted, the Park

Service chose three: Shakespeare, Charles

Dickens, and Burns. Tucked into the northeast

corner of the Lincoln parlour, and one of the

first objects that the 400,000 annual tourists

to the Lincoln home see, is a heroic bust of

Robert Burns. Given Lincoln’s heart-felt

admiration for the poetry of Scotland’s Bard,

this is eminently appropriate.

by Ferenc Morten Szasz

Ferenc Morton Szasz

Ferenc Morton Szasz and his wife Margaret Connell-

Szasz both teach in the Department of History at the

University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, N.M., USA.

In 1990, Margaret arranged a teaching exchange

with Ted Ranson of the University of Aberdeen, and

as Ferenc was on sabbatical leave, he accompanied

her for the academic year. This visit - followed by

several additional summers in Aberdeen - gave them

their first acquaintance with Scotland, and the many
friends they made, the magnificent scenery, and the

well organized research facilities enticed both of

them to write books and essays about Scottish-

American connections in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. Margaret has just published

a book with the University of Oklahoma Press

entitled Scottish Highlanders and Native Americans:

Indigenous Education in the eighteenth-century

Atlantic World. Ferenc’s current manuscript entitled

Robert Burns and Abraham Lincoln: How Burns and

Scotland Helped Shape the Life and Thought of

America’s Sixteenth President will appear under the

Southern Illinois University Press imprint in Fall 2008.
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LOOKING
BACK
45 YEARS

Eugene Meehan, QC, Litigation Partner at Lang

Michener, Ottawa, Canada returned to his native

Scotland in Autumn 2002 for a reunion of the

class of ’57 (Primary 1 ). Here he shares the content

of his address to his old classmates.
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I was in Scotland in the fall of 2002 to attend a reunion of my first

class (age 5). It was the first school reunion of any kind I’ve been to.

Here’s a brief recollection of that trip back and what it meant to me.

I walk up the hill to the reunion at the local Inn through a typically

Scottish misty drizzle that ensures you arrive with droplets forming on

your face. Of about 35 children in that class. 30 attend - 20 still stay

in the same village (many in the same house - my father and one of

my brothers live in the same house I grew up in just down the road).

I recognize, on sight, about 10 out of the 30. It sounds crazy to say.

but quite a few haven't changed a single bit. Some are still known by the

nickname they had in Grade 1 (‘Dodger’ looks exactly the same - same

walk, same voice, a quizzical off-to-the-side look).

Many are grandparents now. Barbara Lafferty says I sat behind her and

pulled her pigtails! Brenda Tyrrel tells me she used to listen outside the

door when her father was teaching me piano (probably because I was

such a tuneless hacker - he used to hit my knuckles with a ruler). Janie

Quither remembers she was better than me at everything (I remember

that too). Everyone remembers I had hair at age 5 and ask “Is it so cold

in Canada you have to wear a warm hat all the time and that’s what

wore the hair off." I say yes.

I come from the farthest away, so I’m asked to “say a few words".

Below is (approximately) what I say. “I've come a long way to get here -

very happy to come, because this wee get-together is important to me,

because you are important to me. You were important to me at age 5,

you’re important to me now, 45 years later.

I tell my children about growing up in Newarthill. I tell them about

playing bools with Greg Scanlan, Billy Budas, Hugh McQuaid, Martin

McNaughton, and others. I tell them:

• about my grandfather coming back from World War I with a young

Madeleine Thorel, she speaking no English (and he no French),

and marrying him in Scotland on two conditions: the children are

baptized Catholic, and she gets to choose the names (Bernadette,

Therese, Madeleine - and Theobald).

• about how that same French grandmother looked after our rabbit

Tipsy during a camping holiday and when we came back Tipsy was
’gone’ - found out years later she ate it.

• about doing my grandmother's messages every Saturday at the

Coop, knowing the prices of everything, including the specials.

• about eating lettuce and olive oil on Sundays in summer (my father

having to grow the lettuce in the garden - the Coop didn’t then

sell it), and the other side of the family thinking we were mad.

• about being a breadboy at Muirs, and getting up at 4 a.m. to get

there for 5. 1 felt privileged: the bakers had been there all night.

• tell them too about being a bus driver for SMT, and stalling the

engine at the Cleekhimin brae with a full bus when my grandmother

was on board.

• about spending long hours with my best friend Billy Budas and his

mother and grandparents from Lithuania, and learning through them
that Scotland was not the only country in the whole universe.

I tell my 2 boys that when I was young, I did indeed have a full head of

hair - curly hair - instead of this Phil-Collins-imitation-thing I’ve got going

now, and that when they’re my age - guess what - they’ll have as

much/little hair as I do now.

I tell them about having a scooter, and going on what I thought were

long adventures all around the country, and a friend of my Dad’s,

Bob McCugan, seeing me in Coatbridge when I was 6 or 7 and telling

my father. And me denying it. I tell them about working as a forklift

driver at the whisky bond and since then drinking no scotch, nor any

alcohol. I also tell my kids about what they do not have, like 'Bill & Ben

the Flowerpot Men', Oor Wullie, the Beano.

But what I mainly tell them about is someone who was in our class in

Carfin. How the teacher would be explaining long division on the board

and that person would whisper “17" two minutes before the teacher

showed us that indeed the answer was 17. About how, when we were

about 7 or 8, she embarrassed us all by singing a song in front of the

class when the teacher said we’d 5 minutes left before the home bell

went. The song was ‘Do you love me now that I can dance’. I tell them
that it was good for me there was someone in my class who was way
smarter than me, someone I could never beat: that person was
Janie Quither.

I tell my kids this because Janie taught me a

really good lesson: that there’s always going

to be someone smarter than me anywhere
I go (and that’s proved to be correct) and
that if I’m to move forward in life I can’t

do it on smartness, but on something else.

45 years later, I’ve never forgotten what Janie Quither taught me: that I

had to use other things to even come close to where she was. For me
those things were hard work, discipline, and organization - virtues I saw

my parents had. Virtues I saw Janie had in abundance too.

I had a good childhood here in Newarthill. I thank my parents, my
brothers, my grandmother, Janie Quither: but I also thank each of you -

that’s why I came, to say thank you.”

by Eugene Meehan

Eugene Meehan
Eugene was born in Baillieston, Scotland in 1952.

His christened name, Eugene, is an uncommon one

in Scotland. You can imagine the hazing he took

growing up in a country where most everyone

seemed to be called Jamie. Archie, Caitlin or Megan.

After graduating from the University of Edinburgh

(LL.B., 1975), Eugene was awarded a Commonwealth

Scholarship to pursue an LL.M. (1977) at McGill

University. He did a second LL.B. (1978) at the

University of Ottawa, and then a Doctorate in Law

(1 984) at McGill. A teaching opportunity drew him

to Edmonton where he became a Law Professor

at the University of Alberta. During eight years

in western Canada, he articled and practiced law

in Edmonton and hiked and kayaked in the Rockies.

Eugene also gained insight into life in northern

Canada. He was appointed Executive Legal Officer

to the Supreme Court of Canada (1990-1992),

elected National President of the Canadian Bar

Association (1997-2000), appointed Queens

Counsel (1990). He specialises in appeals. His spouse

Giovanna was appointed to the Ontario Superior

Court of Justice on April 1 1 , 2003. Their blended

family includes: Marc, Melanie, Morgan and Naomi.
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FOLLOW
THE
YELLOW
BRICK
ROAD
Until recently, my slim knowledge of Australia was
acquired entirely through TV, books, or cinema.

Neighbours, oh dear, yes, (though only in the Kylie

years); Picnic at Hanging Rock, and Walkabout,

of course; Barry Humphries or Hugh Jackman,

absolutely. Literature? John Pilger, Thomas Keneally,

Germaine Greer, Patrick White, certainly.

Principally, though, my interest was fired by quite

eclectic fictional choices.
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Susie Maguire

Susie Maguire is the author of short story collections

The Short Hello and Furthermore, and editor of the

anthology Little Black Dress, all published by Polygon.
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Murray Bail’s fabulous Eucalyptus conjured

groves of gum trees and a sense of stillness and

magic in their speckled shade. Shane Maloney's

witty spin on political intrigue and crime

offered fast-tongued Murray Whelan as a

contemporary Australian urban male. Arthur

Upfield’s detective series gave me a sense

of the early 20th Century farming culture,

and a mental picture of the Outback, all red

sands, dry creeks, flat salt pans, shimmering

mirages, and a multitude of sheep. Joan

London’s Cilgamesh spoke of transplantation,

of changing ethnicities, of hard work and

homesickness. And with huge charm, Norman
Lindsay’s The Magic Puddin’ - in which

creatures including a Koala, a Penguin,

a Possum and a Wombat variously conspire

to steal a grumpy cut-an’-come-again talking

Puddin’ - suggested a land where humour
thrives, and fantastic things wait to be

discovered just past the next billabong.

As indeed they do. I went to Melbourne at the

invitation of the City of Literature Trust, for an

event called ‘Writing the City: Edinburgh in

Poetry, Prose and Song’, as part of a week of

Scottish cultural offerings programmed by

Scottish Book Trust for the Melbourne Arts

Festival. My fellow travellers were Gavin

Wallace of the Scottish Arts Council, Marc

Lambert of Scottish Book Trust, and singer and

songwriter Rod Paterson, and as we stood

dazed in the reception hall of our hotel after

30 hours in transit, in walked the advance

party in the shape of actor Crawford Logan.

Crawford, Gavin, Rod and I were there to

perform a ‘taster menu’ of Scotland’s literary

treasures. The script was based on a similar

offering in Washington earlier in the year for

Tartan Week, and before that at the Edinburgh

International Book Festival in 2005 to celebrate

the bestowing on Edinburgh of its handsome
crown: UNESCO City of Literature. Our afternoon

audience heard 90 packed minutes crammed
with gems including poetry by William Dunbar,

Flugh MacDiarmid, Norman McCaig, Sorley

Maclean, Kathleen Jamie and James Robertson;

extracts from novels by Walter Scott, Robert

Louis Stevenson, James Flogg, Susan Ferrier,

Lewis Grassic Gibbon, John Buchan, Muriel

Spark, Ian Rankin, JK Rowling: songs with lyrics

from Robert Burns, Robert Fergusson, Flamish

Flenderson; and quotations from David Plume,

Dr. Samuel Johnson, and Stendhal, commenting

on Scotland as a nation or, as Brian McCabe
puts it, ‘a state of mind’.

The other components of the Scottish week
Down-Under were Andrew O’Flagan, discussing

his views on the modern Scotland, and Liz

Lochhead’s and Michael Marra’s show ‘In

Flagrant Delicht’ which ran on two successive

afternoons. All four events were well attended,

many people returning to see more than one.

Feedback was overwhelmingly positive, not just

in person, with smiles and handshakes, but on

forms handed back after each gig, and in email

to Scottish Book Trust.

The question for an individual about any

communal venture comes down to: What can

I bring to this project? Who is it for, and how
do they benefit? Will it work? What might

I gain from being involved? The answers are

easy enough to quantify for an actor, in terms

of immediate audience response and a fee:

trickier for a writer, until sales figures trickle

down: trickier still for a joint venture by several

arts organisations charged with promoting

Scotland as a creative hothouse. All such

projects are, of course, experimental, and their

benefit - to Scotland’s publishing or tourism

industries, for instance - may only be judged

in the long term. But despite what may seem

a random and speculative investment of time

and money by you - us - the blessed Taxpayers

- in sending people hurtling across the globe,

the argument is best expressed in phrases

like ‘reconnecting with the disaspora’ and

‘forging cultural links’. Those are terms which,

until I went to Australia, I’d dismissed as jargon,

but now feel I can use with optimism.

There is certainly a common culture, even

in a cosmopolis like Melbourne. Among the

audience were ex-pats whose accents had

been twisted by 40 years in Moonee Ponds,

but who still remembered the Clydeside or the

villages of Fife, and who nodded and smiled

at the words of Burns or Stevenson or Rankin,

or tapped their feet to the old gaelic harp tune

or the trad, ballads. Cultural links were being

established formally and informally.
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Melbourne’s arts organisations

are working on their own bid for

a City of Literature title, and are

reported to be enthused by what
they saw and keen to learn from
Edinburgh’s experience.

The Spiegeltent crew and Arts Festival staff

were delighted with audience numbers and

response. So the prospects look good for

possible expansion of the idea, in terms of

other cities, a wider variety of events,

marketing and so forth. For Scottish literature,

says Marc Lambert, “It’s a good news story."

What struck me most, as jet-lag forced me to

stop and muse on the experience, were the

intangibles. The way being in a place affects

one personally, how that feeds into new
creative ventures, the fragments that come
back to stimulate or nourish a ‘makar’ long

after the fee is spent and the passport is tucked

away. From a day spent in the bush I will always

remember the delicious acrid, lemony tang of

hot, dry eucalyptus, the screeching of galahs

and magpies and lorikeets, as we picnicked by

the Yarra river. The city’s curious pedestrian

crossing alerts, a slow mechanical whirr and

whip-crack release, like the cry of an exotic

bird. The magnificent cake shops on Acland

Street, the profusion of restaurants and

bookshops. The mix of races and accents,

the dry wit, the cheerful can-do, egalitarian

attitude. The sheer confidence of the

architecture, cheek-by-jowl Victorian cottages,

art deco monoliths, colourful soaring

skyscrapers, the extraordinary sculptural

Federation Square. The artefacts in the

Immigration Museum, the astonishing

paintings in the National Gallery. Familiarity

and otherness. Good company, laughter,

wordplay. Community.

My personal diaspora moment came in the

form of a first meeting with a distant cousin.

Rory works as a roofer in Melbourne, and even

at 26, with an accent that is pure Ocker, he

reminds me of my late uncle Donald Campbell.

I told him about his grandfather’s life in Skye

and my own life in Edinburgh, and invited him

to visit Scotland and look for his roots. I hope

he will. Curiously, the meeting echoed

something in the novel I’m currently writing,

and that's exactly the kind of unforeseeable

gift this small-scale arts-pioneering can bring

to an individual.

Irrespective of my personal experience, the

prospect of our Executive sponsoring more

such temporary cultural transplantations is to

be encouraged. Not because of boxes ticked

and agendas met, but as evidence of trust in

the future, and as proof of Scotland’s

continuing contribution to global culture.

Most of all because our literature, old and

new, deserves to be championed.

by Susie Maguire
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The legacy of Scotland’s pioneering past

can be found in every corner of every

continent. But this legacy also continues

today, through sport and literature,

fashion and the Frinqe. For each story

reproduced here, there are a million

others waiting to be told. If you have
one of your own, we’d love to hear it.

Just get in touch with the Global Friends

of Scotland.

friendsofscotland@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

or info@scotland.org

Or visit our website at www.scotland.org
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